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CONTACT AGENT

Reliance Real Estate is proud to present this exceptional 392 sqm (approx.) block of land in the heart of Thornhill Park

estate, Victoria. An exceptional opportunity for those seeking to invest in the burgeoning landscape of urban living.

Situated in close proximity to the forthcoming Melton Hospital, Cobblebank Village, and Cobblebank Train Station, this

prime location is meticulously designed to seamlessly connect residents with the region's established and emerging

transport and lifestyle amenities.Convenience is paramount, with shopping villages, major highways, and V/Line railway

stations just moments away. The imminent arrival of the Thornhill Park Train Station further enhances accessibility,

promising effortless commutes and seamless connectivity to the wider community.Surrounded by lush parks and native

recreation reserves, Thornhill Park offers a sanctuary for growing families and astute investors alike. Whether building

their first or second home, or seeking to capitalize on the opportunities presented by a flourishing urban locale, Thornhill

Central provides the ideal setting to fulfill aspirations and forge lasting connections within a vibrant community.The

master-planned estate is meticulously curated to cater to the diverse needs of its residents, offering land lots in various

sizes to accommodate individual preferences and family dynamics. From its proximity to essential amenities to its

commitment to fostering an inclusive and engaging environment, Thornhill Park embodies the essence of modern

suburban living.In conclusion, the opportunity to secure a piece of land within Thornhill Park epitomizes more than mere

real estate investment; it signifies a gateway to a lifestyle characterized by convenience, connectivity, and community.

With its strategic location, array of amenities, and commitment to creating an appealing living environment, Thornhill

Park stands as a testament to the promise of urban living done right.Please feel free to call or email, if you have any

further questions. Book in your appointments now, as we assure you, this one won't last long! For more information

contact:JATIN RANA- 0483294245SANDY RANA - 0406 922 222DISCLAIMER: Every precaution has been taken to

establish the accuracy of the above information but it does not constitute any representation by the vendor/ agent and

agency.


